[An assessment of physical and psychological stress of patients with facial paralysis].
The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a relationship between the appearance of facial paralysis and physical or psychological stress. Subjects were 55 patients (23 men, 32 women) with facial paralysis (32 with Bell's palsy, 23 with Ramsay Hunt syndrome) who visited the Department of Otolaryngology, Nihon University Itabashi Hospital, from August 1994 to March 1996. At the time of the initial visit, patients were asked if they had any physical or psychological stress one week before the occurrence of facial paralysis. The degree of psychological stress was rated by Niina's Psychological Stress Response Scale 50 Items Revised (PSRS-50R). Answers were obtained from 52 of the 55 subjects. Forty patients (76.9%) reported that they had felt physically fatigued, suggesting some type of relationship between the occurrence of facial paralysis and physical stress. Twenty-seven patients (51.9%) reported the existence of psychological stress. However, the evaluation of psychological stress by PSRS-50R did not reveal a high level of psychological stress in any patient, indicating lack of a strong relationship between the occurrence of facial paralysis and psychological stress. Stepwise regression analyses were made to study the relationship between the degree of paralysis at the time of the initial visit and factors which affect the prognosis of the paralysis. Those patients who reported physical fatigue before the appearance of facial paralysis had more abnormal values on the nerve excitability test than those who did not report such fatigue.